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ABSTRACT
Search engine query have been paying awareness in current
days. Since web contents develop, the importance of search
engines became more essential and at the same instance user
performance reduces. Query recommendation is a method to
improve search results in web. This paper presents a method for
mining search engine query logs to obtain fast query
recommendation on a large scale. Search engines generally
return long list of ranked pages, finding the important
information related to a particular topic is becoming increasingly
difficult and therefore, optimized search engines become one of
the most popular solution available. In this work, an algorithm
has been applied to recommend related queries to a query
submitted by user. For this, the technology used for allowing
query recommendations is query log which contains attributes
like query name, clicked URL, rank, time. Then, the similarity
based on keywords as well as clicked URL’s is calculated.
Additionally, clusters have been obtained by combining the
similarities of both keywords and clicked URL’s to perform
query clustering and further the sequential order of clicked
URLs in each cluster has been discovered using the modified
version of an existing sequential pattern mining technique. The
final by product is further optimized by re-ranking the pages
using the discovered sequential patterns. The proposed system
here, is based on learning from query logs that predicts user
information requirements and reduces the seek time of the user
within the search result list.

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the development in information technology, the Web [8]
has turn out to be a vast information repository covering almost
every area, in which a human user could be involved. On the
other hand, with the overwhelming volume of information on
the Web, the task of finding important information related to a
particular topic is becoming increasingly difficult. Many
advanced Web searching techniques have been recently
developed to deal with this problem and are being used in the
commercial Web search engines such as Google and Yahoo. In
Spite [2] of the current advances in the Web search engine
technologies; there are still various situations during which the
user is presented with non relevant search results. One of the
major reasons for this difficulty is the need of user awareness in
framing the queries. The search engine users are not well skilled
in organizing and formulating their input queries, on which the
search engine relies to find the required search results.
Furthermore, search engines often have difficulties in forming a

concise and precise representation of the user's information
need. At the current time, providing a set of web pages based on
user query words is not a big deal in search engines [8]. Instead,
the difficulty is that a search engine returns a huge number of
web pages back to user queries and users have to waste a lot of
time in finding their preferred content. This difficulty is referred
to as the Information Overkill problem [12].
While various search engines apply ranking, clustering and other
web mining methodologies to optimize their search results, there
still remains a challenge in providing the user essential content
with less navigation overhead. Search engines are the necessity
to locate the users’ interests by means of their queries and then
optimized the results in the form of query logs. Query logs offer
a tremendous opportunity in support of gaining insight into how
a search engine is used and what the users' interests are. While
they form a complete record of what users searched for in a
particular time frame. Nowadays, several Web applications are
applying Web usage mining [2] techniques to predict users’
navigational activities by automatically discovering the access
patterns while one or more log files, but none have used them
for search engine’s result optimization.
The work proposed in this paper aims to optimized the results of
a search engine by returning the more relevant and user most
wanted pages on the top of search result list. To achieve the
required task, the approach pre-mines the query logs to retrieve
the potential clusters of queries followed by finding the most
popular queries in all clusters. Every cluster entries are again
mined to take out sequential patterns of pages accessed by the
users. The outputs of both mining processes are utilized to return
relevant pages to the user while recommending him with
popular historical queries.
The paper has been organized as follows: Section 2 we describes
the approaches that are already in use on the basis of proposed
work and literature work that had been done. Section 3 explains
a novel architecture of proposed optimization system in detail
along with algorithms. Section 4 concludes the paper with some
discussion on future research.

2. RELATED WORK
A good number of existing works have suggested methods in
utilizing Web search engine query logs used for mining related
queries. Baeza-Yates [5] has done a study to make the use of
Web logs to develop different aspects of search engines. Wen et
al. [9] suggested a technique for clustering the similar queries to
recommend URLs to frequently asked queries of a search
engine. They use four ideas of query distance: (1) based on
keywords (2) based on string matching of keywords; (3) based
on common clicked URLs; and (4) based on the distance of the
clicked documents. Beeferman and Berger [11] also propose a
query clustering technique based on distance ideas (3). Fonseca
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[6] offered a new way to determine the related queries based on
association rules .The queries represent items in tradition
association rules. The query log file is viewed as set transactions
that represent a session at which the user submit all related
queries in a particular time. Their idea of query session is similar
than the idea we use in this paper. The method showed fine
results, however arising of two problems.

2. Query Similarity

The primary problem is the difficulty in determining which
sessions of these queries belongs to the similar search process.
The next problem the most interesting related queries which are
submitted by different users can't be presently discovered. For
the reason that the support of a rule increases merely if its
queries are in the similar session and they must be submitted by
the similar user. M.Hosseini and H.Abolhassni have described a
method used for recommending associated queries according to
clustering process over web queries from search engines query
log. Zaiane and Strilets [7] presented a method for
recommending queries according to seven aspects of query
similarity, three of them are moderated variations of the first and
second ideas. In addition our method recommends the related
queries in the direction of the input query although my search
for different issues similar to the previous information from
query log file.

When user submits a query (Fig. 1) on the interface of search
engine, the query processor component matches the query terms
with the index repository of the search engine and taking a list of
matched documents in reply. On the reverse order, result
optimization system performs its task of gathering user
intentions from the query logs. The user browsing behavior as
well as the submitted queries and clicked URLs get stored in the
logs and are analyzed continuously by the Query Similarity
module, the output of which is forwarded to the Query
Clustering Tool to create potential groups of queries based on
their similarities. The Pattern Generator module discovers
sequential patterns of web pages in every cluster. The Rank
Updater component takes as input the matched documents
retrieved by query processor. It improves the ranks of pages to
all according to sequential patterns with optimized rank get
stored in the interface of search engine which produces final
results to user..

There is one more approach to recommend related queries by
means of query expansion. The researchers demonstrate that
average query terms are near two [13]. As a result most of the
time, queries are uncertain. One promising solution for this
difficulty is to expand a query with latest terms. Query
clustering helps to find appropriate terms for this expansion.
A significant look at the available literature indicates that, search
engines are using some sort of optimization procedures on their
search results but the user is still posed to problems of finding
the vital information within the search results. The proposed
method gives main importance to the information needs of users
and optimizes the rank value of returned web pages according to
the sequential order of pages accessed by them.

3. Query Clustering Tool
4. Sequential Pattern Generator
5. Rank Updater

The working and algorithms for different functional modules are
explained below in the next subsections.

3.1 Query Logs
Query log has been a popular data source for query
recommendation. The view of Web Log Mining has been an
area of interest as many years. In the context of search engine
the typical logs [3] of search engines include the following
entries: (A) User IDs, (B) Query q issued by the user, (C) URL u
selected by the user (D) Rank r of the URL u clicked for the
query q and (E) Time t at which the query has been submitted
for search. A sample query log is shown in Table I to better
understand this format.

3. PROPOSED WORK
The proposed optimization system (Fig. 1) lying on learning
from historical query logs is proposed to calculate user's
information requirements in a better way. The proposed system
works as follow. The prime feature of the system is to perform
query clustering by finding the similarities between the two
queries, which is based on user query keywords and clicked
URLs. After that, the frequent sequential patterns of web pages
visited by the users in each cluster are generated with the help of
Generalized Sequential Patterns algorithm [14]. The final
approach is to re-rank the search result list by modifying the
previously assigned rank score of the web pages using the
discovered sequential patterns. The rank updation enhances the
relevancy of the web pages based on its access history. By this
method, the time user spends looking for the required
information from search result list can be reduced and the more
relevant Web pages can be obtained.
The proposed architecture of optimization system is shown in
Fig. 1 which consists of following functional components:

Table 1: Example Illustration of Query Log
ID
Admin

Query
Data
Mining

Clicked URL
www.dming.com

Rank
6

Time
00:01:10

Admin

Data
Ware
housing

www.dming.com

5

00:01:10

Admin

Data
Mining

www.google.com

5

00:01:16

Admin

Data
Wareho
using

www.datawarehousing.com 7

00:01: 16

Admin

Search
Engine

www.dming.com

6

00:01: 16

Admin

Web
Crawler

www.crawler.com

5

00:01:16

1. Query Log
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Fig 1: Architecture of Proposed Optimization System

3.2 Query Similarity
The next step in proposed system is computing the query
similarity. It is an important crisis and has a wide range of
applications
in
Information
Retrieval
in
query
recommendation. Traditional approaches [16] make the use of
keywords extracted from documents. If two documents share
some keywords, then they are thought to be similar to some
extent. The more they share common keywords, and the more
these common keywords are important, the higher their
similarity is. This similar approach may also apply to query
clustering, when a query may also be represented as a set of
keywords in the same way as a document. On the other hand,
it is well known that clustering using keywords has some
drawbacks, due to the fact that keywords and meanings do not
strictly correspond. The same keyword does not always
represent the same information need and different keywords
may refer to the same concept. As a result, the calculated
similarity between two similar queries may be small, while
two unrelated queries may be considered similar.
The approach taken by this module is based on two criteria:
one is on the queries keywords, and the other on clicked
URLs. These approaches are formulated below:

3.2.1 Similarity based on Query Keywords
If two queries contain the similar terms, they denote the same
information needs. The below mentioned formula is used to
measure the similarity between two queries.

It is noted that longer the query, the more reliable it be.
Though most of the user queries are short, this principle alone
is not enough. Consequently, the second criterion is also used
in combination as a complement.

3.2.2 Similarity based on Clicked URLs
Two queries are considered similar if they lead to the
selection of same documents. Document selections are
comparable to user relevance feedback in the traditional IR
environment, except that document clicks indicate implicit
relevance and not always valid relevance judgments. The
following formula dictates this similarity function.
(2)
Where rd(x) and rd(y) are the number of referred documents
for two queries x and y respectively, RD(x, y) is the number
of document clicks in common.
Now, previous work on query similarity aims to give a single
similarity measure without knowing the information that
queries are indefinite and generally have several search
intents. By introducing search intents into the calculation of
query similarity, we can get more exact and also useful Query
similarity based on keywords as well as Clicked URLs as
shown in fig 2.

(1)
Where kW(x) and kW(y) are the number of keywords in the
queries x and y respectively, KW(x, y) is the number of
common keywords in two queries.
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=0.4
Similar Values

Query
Similarity

3.3 Query Clustering Tool

Cluster 1

In support of the clustering process, the Query Clustering
module uses the algorithm, where each run of the algorithm
computes k clusters. As query logs are dynamic in nature,
query clustering [2] algorithm should be incremental in
nature.

KW

The algorithm is based on the easy [2] perspective: firstly, all
queries are considered to be unassigned to any cluster. Each
query is examined against all other queries whether classified
or unclassified by using (3). If the similarity value turns out to
be greater than the pre-specified threshold value (T), then the
queries are grouped into the same cluster. The similar process
is repeated until all queries get classified to any one of the
clusters. The algorithm returns overlapped clusters i.e. a
single query may span multiple clusters. Every returned
cluster is stored in the query cluster database along with the
related query keywords and the clicked URLs. The clustering
algorithm takes O (n2) worst [2] case time to find all the query
clusters, where n is the total number of queries.

URL

Cluster N

KW
URL

Fig 2. Query Similarity (KW: Keyword)

Algorithm for clustering queries

3.2.3 Combined Similarity Measure
The two criteria [1] have their own advantages. In using the
first criterion, queries of similar compositions can be grouped
together. In using the second criterion, advantage can be taken
from user's judgments. Both query keywords and the
corresponding clicks URLs can partially capture the users'
interests when considered individually. For that reason, it is
better to combine them in a particular measure. An easy way
to perform is to combine both measures linearly as follows:

Algorithm: Query Clustering (Q, α, β, τ)
Given: A set of n queries and corresponding clicked URL’s
stored in an array
Q [q1, URL1…..URL m] 1<=I <=n
α=β=0.5
Similarity Threshold τ
Output: A set C= {C1, C2….Ck} of k query clusters

(3)

//Start Algorithm

Where α and β are constants with 0<=α (and β) <=1 and α +
β=1

K=0;

There is a question concerning the setting of these parameters
and that can be decided by the specialist of concerned domain.
In the present implementation, [1] these parameters are taken
to be 0.5 each.

Set Cluster Id (x) = Null;

Similarity Calculations (Example)

Cluster Id (x) = Ck;

Suppose we want to calculate the similarity based on queries
keywords between the first 2 queries (Table 1). Let us say, ql=
Data Mining and q2= Data Ware housing

// k is the number of clusters

For (each query x in Q)
//Initially No query is clustered

For (each x € Q)
{

Ck = {x};
For each b € Q such that x ≠ y
{

Sim (q1, q2) =1/5=0.2

Similarly, the similarity between first and third queries are
Q1=Data Mining and Q3=Data Mining
Sim (q1, q3) =2/4=0.5
Now, suppose we want to calculate the similarity based on
clicked URLs between the first 2 queries.
ql= Data Mining and q2= Data Ware housing

If (

)

Set Cluster Id (y) = Ck;
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Ck = Ck U {y};
Else
Continue;
} // End For
K=K+1;
} //End Outer For
Return Query Cluster Set C;
Let us take an example of particular query sessions from a
query log shown in Table 2. For calculating the query
similarity, any one of the measures (1, 2) or the combined
measure (3) can be used. The clusters obtained by using
different measures are described below.
1. If the keyword-based similarity measure (1) between first
and third queries with threshold value 0.5 is applied, the
queries is divided into 1 cluster only
C1: Query 1 (Data Mining)
2. If the clicked URLs based similarity measure (2) between
first and third queries is applied with threshold value set to
0.5, the clusters is formed:
C 1: Query 1(Data Mining)

minimum support, where the support of a pattern is the
number of data-sequences that contain the pattern.
Generalized Sequential Patterns is an algorithm that discovers
all sequential patterns.
Generalized Sequential Pattern algorithm [4] makes multiple
passes over the data. The first pass determines the support of
each item, i.e. the number of data-sequences that include the
item. At the end of the first pass, the algorithm knows which
items are frequent, that is, have minimum support. Each such
item yields a 1-element frequent sequence consisting of that
item. Each subsequent pass starts with a seed set, the frequent
sequences found in the earlier pass.
The seed set is used to generate new potentially frequent
sequences, called candidate sequences. Each candidate
sequence has one more item than a seed sequence so all the
candidate sequences in a pass will have the same number of
items. The support for these candidate sequences is found
during the pass over the data. At the end of the pass, the
algorithm determines which of the candidate sequences are
really frequent. These frequent candidates become the seed for
the next pass. The algorithm terminates when there are no
frequent sequences at the end of a pass or when there are no
candidate sequences generated.
Algorithm for Generalized Sequential Pattern
Pattern list 1: = Frequent atoms;

3. Now let us make use of the combined similarity measure
(3) between first and third queries where α and β are set to 0.5
and similarity threshold set to 0.5. The queries are now
clustered in the desired way:

For k=2;
Pattern list k! = empty; k = k + 1

C I: Query 1 and Query 3(Data Mining)

Ck = set of candidate

In this case, queries 1 and 3 are judged to be similar but only
1 common cluster is formed from different queries.

For all sessions in S do

By analyzing the results obtained above through different
approaches, it is determined that the combination of both
keyword and clicked documents based approach is more
appropriate for query clustering as shown in table 2.
Table. 2 an Example of Query Log for Query Clustering
S.No Query

User
ID

Clicked URLs

1

Admin

www.dming.com

Data Mining

Increment count of X ∈ Ck contained in S
End For
Pattern list k = {X ∈ Ck / support(X) > threshold}
End For
Set of all frequent Patterns: = ∪k Pattern list k

www.google.com
2

Data
Housing

Ware

Admin

www.dming.com

3

Data
Warehousing.com

Admin

www.datawarehousing.com

3.4 Sequential Pattern Generator
This component takes as input the query clusters and finds the
sequential patterns in each cluster. Sequential pattern
generator which discovers frequent [4] subsequences as
patterns in a sequence database is an important data mining
problem with broad applications.
It is based on their study of customer purchase sequences as
follows: Consider a database of sequences, where each
sequence is a list of transactions ordered by transaction-time,
and every transaction is a set of items. The difficulty is to
discover all sequential patterns with a user-specified

Generalized Sequential Pattern [14] finds every item sets with
minimum support, transforms the database therefore each
transaction is replaced by the set of all frequent item sets
contained in the transaction and then finds the sequential
patterns.
There are two problems with this approach. First, it is
computationally costly to do the data transformation on the fly
throughout pass while finding sequential patterns. Another is
to transform the database once and store the transformed
database, will be unrealistic for many applications. Second,
while it is possible to expand this algorithm to handle time
constraints and taxonomies. For the cases that the modified
Generalized Sequential Pattern can handle, our experimental
estimation finds that modified [14] Generalized Sequential
Pattern is up to 20 times quicker.
Modified version of Generalized Sequential Pattern algorithm
called as Modified_GSP [14] makes multiple passes over the
URL sequences stored in each query cluster. The set of
queries in a particular cluster constitute the session set and
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there is a sequence of clicked URLs corresponding to each
query. Given a set of frequent n-1 length patterns of URLs,
the candidate set for next generation are generated from input
set according to minimum support thresholds.

Result = ф

// Result Set Contains all Sequential Patterns

P1 = Set of Frequent 1-Length Page Sequence:
//Pages whose support>=min_ sup

Only frequent patterns in the current set are considered for
generating the next candidate sequence. For candidate
generation, it merges pairs of frequent subsequences found in
(k-1) the pass to generate candidate k-length sequences. A
frequent (k-1)-sequence w1 is merged with another frequent
(k-1)-sequence w2 to produce a candidate k-sequence if the
subsequence obtained by removing the first event in w1 is the
same as the subsequence obtained by removing the last event
in w2 e.g. merging the page sequences w1=<{A} {B} {C}>
and w2 =< {A B} {C}> will produce the candidate page
sequence <{A B} {C} {D}> because the first two events in
w2 (A and B) belong to the same element.

K=2;
While (P (k-1)! =Null)
{
Generate candidate sets Ck (set of candidate k-sequences);
For (all page sequences S in the cluster QC)
{
Increment count of all c € Ck if S supports c;

[A] [B] [C] [D]

Pk = {c € Ck if S supports c;

[AB] [C]
K=k+1;
[A] [B] [C]
Result = Result U Pk
Frequent 3Sequence

[B] [C] [D]

[A] [B] [C] [D]
}//end While

[BE] [C]

[AB] [C] [D]

[C] [D] [E]

[A] [C] [D] [E]

[E] [C] [D]

[A] [E] [C] [D]

Return Result;

Candidate
Generation

[AB] [C] [D]

3.5 Rank Updater
Rank Updater module [1] takes its input from the query
processor i.e. the matched documents of a user query and an
update is applied to modify the rank score of the returned
pages. The module operates online at the query time and
applies the needed updates on the concerned documents. The
updated documents are those which are most often accessed
by the users and are detected by the Sequential Pattern
Generator. The updater works in the following steps:

Candidate Pruning

Fig. 3: Pictorial Representation of Sequential Pattern
Candidate Generation-It defines that [15] candidate’s
sequences are generated before the pass begins. We want to
generate as few candidates as possible while maintaining
completeness.
Candidate Pruning- A pruning phase [15] delete candidate
sequences that have a contiguous k-1subsequence whose
support counts is less than the minimum support. If there is no
max-gap constraint, we also delete candidate sequences that
have any subsequence without minimum support.
Algorithm for Modified Generate Sequential Pattern
Algorithm: Modified_GSP (QC, min_sup)
Given: A Query Cluster with a set of URLs
Threshold Value min sups

//for pruning the candidates

Output: Set of frequent Sequential Patterns
//Start of Algorithm

Step 1: Given an input user query q and matched documents
D collected from the query processor, the cluster C is found to
which the query q belongs.
Step 2: The sequential patterns of the concerned cluster are
retrieved from the local repository maintained by the
Sequential Pattern Generator.
Step 3: The level weights are calculated for every page X
present in the sequential patterns.
Step 4: Final rank of a page d is computed if it happens to be
present in the patterns of cluster C. The improved rank is
calculated as the summing of previous rank and assigned
weight value.
By improving the ranks on the basis of user feedbacks, the
results of a search engine can be optimized so as to better
serve the user requirements. At this time user can find the
popular and relevant pages upwards in the result list.
The methods to find the weight and improved rank of a page
are as follows:

A. Weight Calculation
The weight of the URL determined its popularity and order of
access related to the user query. Suppose a sequential pattern
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< {AB} {C} {E}> belongs to a query cluster matched with
the user query. This pattern can be obtainable as shown in

A

B

C

E

Fig 4: Pictorial Representation of Sequential Pattern
The page A as well as B lies at level 1, page C is at level 2,
while D being at level 3. The weight of a page X is inversely
proportional to its position in the sequential pattern and is
calculated as:

Where Len pat(X) is the effective depth of the sequential
pattern in which X occurs and level(X) is the depth of X in the
pattern.

B. Rank Improvement
The rank of a page can be enhanced with the help of its
assigned weight. The original rank now becomes:
New Rank(X) =Previous Rank(X) +Weight(X)
Where rank(X) is the existing rank value (Page Rank) of page
X and weight(X) is the popularity given to X.
Weight Calculation and Rank Updation
From the above result (as shown in Fig. 3), a Sequential
Pattern is generated as AB
C
D weight of each URL
can be determined as:
Weight (A) =1.09
Weight (B) =1.09
Weight (C) =0.54
Weight (D) =0.36
Table.3 shows the optimized the rank values and the new rank
is used for the result presentation.
Table 3: Rank Optimization with weight of pages
Page
A
B
C
D

Previous
Rank
1.09
1.09
0.54
0.36

Weight

New Rank

6
5
5
7

7.09
6.09
5.54
7.36

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a novel approach of proposed optimization
system which is based on query log is proposed for
implementing useful web search. The most vital part is that
the proposed optimization method is based on user’s feedback
that determines the significance between Web pages and user
query words. As result improvement is based on study of

query logs, the recommendations and the returned pages with
better page ranks are directly mapped to the user feedbacks
and dictate higher relevance than pages which exist in the
result list but are never accessed by the user. Hence, the time
user spends for seeking out the necessary information from
search result list can be reduced and the more important Web
pages can be presented. The outcome obtained from practical
estimation is fairly capable in respect to reduced search space
and enhanced efficiency of interactive web search engines.
At the same time the proposed approach demonstrates fairly
efficient results. In additional investigation on mining log data
deserves need more attention. More study may result in
further advanced mining mechanism which can give more
comprehensive information about the relevancy of the query
terms and allow identifying user's information require more
effectively. Future Work includes applying a technique to
overcome this problem.
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